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History

In November 2013, a Task Force on the Role and Dignity of Women was mandated and funded by Encompass World Partners. I was privileged to chair the Task Force composed of 8* Encompass women missionaries. One of the major conclusions of the Task Force was that women in Encompass are “all in” regarding mission but would appreciate more opportunities to use and be recognized for their diverse callings, givings, and training. The Task Force itself was a strong affirmation along those lines.

When the women in the Task Force had finished their official work, Executive Director of Encompass Dr. Dave Guiles asked me to head up and recruit a work group to study and articulate a “robust theology of women” for Encompass, within defined theological boundaries. WoRTh is the result.

Our core work group consisted of Becky Schwan, Elizabeth Paul, Dr. Ron and Chery Boehm, and Gary McCaman, with help from Mike Jentes and Malcolm Stevens. We solicited input and written contributions from Encompass staff members** and Grace Brethren pastors. While our study was Bible-based, we read and consulted commentaries, books, articles, blogs, and other resources from a variety of currents that would, for the most part, identify themselves as evangelical.

Over the course of the past 18 months, each member of the core group spent unseen and uncounted hours of study, research, Skypes, discussions with others, and prayer concerning the biblical material and what has been written about it. We also have had the opportunity to examine our own experiences and teaching in the light of what we were learning. I think I can speak for the group when I say our understanding of the Scriptures on this topic has become more richly textured, our convictions more firmly established, and our practices more consistent. We have perhaps also become more respectful of those who see things differently than we do and more willing to graciously listen to another point of view.

As head of this group, I also affirm the strong commitment of each member to be faithful to what we understand to be biblical truth and practice. This journey has been a joy!

Special thanks to my husband, Paul Klawitter, who has informed and influenced this work in so many ways by his example, his scholarship, and his willingness to engage on the subject over the course of many years.

— Louise Klawitter for the WoRTh group

*Becky Schwan, Ginger Hock, Karen Foster, Jessica Robertson, Angie B., Elizabeth Paul, Linda McCaman, and Louise Klawitter. Wayne Hannah was the Encompass leadership liason. The group studied, affirmed, and advised on a number of subjects, including employment policies in consideration of the particularities of cross-cultural, often pioneer ministries.

**Throughout this anthology, some Encompass staff will be referred to by their pseudonyms for security reasons.
Purpose

This is an anthology that seeks to represent different parts of the mosaic of Scripture regarding how men and women on mission can work together for the greater glory of God.

Our hope is to encourage reflection, study, and thoughtful, prayerful practice of Scriptural principles among people on mission, whatever their contexts.

Our approach has been to explore and discover the richness of the Scriptural mosaic by looking beyond the several controversial passages in seeking the whole counsel of God. We have not been disappointed! We have discovered that by regarding the many varied stories of women throughout the Bible as individual tiles in a grand and glorious mosaic, an overall picture emerges. This picture gives cause to celebrate the Lord’s artistic designing of men and women, made in God’s image, as both equal and complementary, gifted by His Spirit to participate in the missio Dei, the work of God on this earth.

As church planters and cross-cultural workers, we are “boots-on-the-ground” theologians of a sort, not vocational scholars and academics, but practitioners. We do not primarily work within the established North American church but rather in church planting and cross-cultural ministries including church equipping, holistic ministries, and crisis response. We hope to bring some varied perspectives, a slightly different voice to the subject, and to enrich the conversation.

We firmly believe that our understanding and practice of biblical principles regarding women on mission is crucial to fulfilling our calling to make disciples of all nations. What we understand about the role of women is not only reflected in our practices, but is an integral part of our message, especially as we engage cultures with markedly unbiblical, at times shocking, values in this regard.

We also seek to promote unity in the Spirit alongside biblical diversity. In sharpening our focus theologically, we may better evaluate our practices to ensure that we are bearing spiritual fruit.

“You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you so that you might go and bear fruit—fruit that will last.”¹

— Jesus

“My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message, that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that the world may believe that you have sent me.”²

— Jesus

¹ Jesus, from John 15:16, NIV
² Jesus, from John 17:20-21, NIV
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